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We express the solution, u+ , of ut& 122u=&|{u| in R+_R
d, d2; u+(0, } )=+
through a functional of a d-dimensional Bessel process, where + is invariant by
rotations and profiled. This allows us to estimate the asymptotic behaviour of
&u+(t, } )&1 and &u+(t, } )& as t goes to infinity.  1997 Academic Press
I. INTRODUCTION
1. Let us consider the following partial differential equation:
ut& 12 2u=&|{u| in ]0, [_R
d (I.1)
u(0, } )=+. (I.2)
Ben Artzi [B] showed that (I.1), (I.2) admit a unique solution in
L1([0, T], W 1, 1(Rd)) & C0([0, T], Mb(Rd)) when + is a regular function,
where Mb(R
d) denotes the set of bounded measures on Rd. S. Benachour,
H. Bre zis, and M. Pierre [BBP] proved a similar result if + belongs to
Mb(R
d).
Integrating (I.1) over Rd, we obtain

t |R d u+(t, x) dx=&|Rd |{u+(t, x)| dx, (I.3)
where u+ denotes the unique solution of (I.1), (I.2).
In particular t  R d u+(t, x) dx is a decreasing function.
If + is a positive function, u+ is also positive. Therefore it is quite natural
to study the asymptotic behaviour of &u+(t, } )&1=R d u+(t, x) dx, when t
goes to infinity. We also investigate the rate of convergence of &u+(t, } )&1 .
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2. If d=1, using probabilistic arguments, we computed [BRV]
explicitely u+ , + belonging to a large class of measures. For instance if
+=$0 , $0 being the Dirac measure at 0, we have
u0(t, x)=
1
- 2? \
1
- t
exp \&x
2
2t
&|x|&
t
2+& \- t +
|x|
- t ++ , (I.4)
where u0=u$0 , (x)=

x e
&v22 dv.
Since u00, we easily deduce from (I.4)
&u0(t, } )&=sup
x
u0(t, x) tt  
c
t 32
e&t2. (I.5)
Using moreover probabilistic representation of u0 , we proved
&u0(t, } )&1=|
R
u(t, x) dx t
t  
c$
t 32
e&t2. (I.6)
More generaly if + admits exponential moments, we established
(The ore me 4.8, [BRV]) that &u+(t, } )&1 is ‘‘equivalent’’ to t&32e&t2, t  .
In particular, for any :>0,
lim
t  
1
t:
ln(et2 &u+(t, } )&1)=0. (I.7)
3. If d2, we are not able to give an explicit formula for u+ .
Nevertheless u+ admits a probabilistic representation. More precisely, let
(R \t ; t0) be a d-dimensional Bessel process started at \0. We assume
that the function + is invariant by rotation and profiled (i.e. |x|  +( |x| ) is
decreasing). u+ is given by
u+(t, \)=e&\&t2E _+(R \t ) exp \R \t &d&12 |
t
0
ds
R \s +& , (I.8)
where u+(t, x)=u+(t, |x| ).
Using the previous probabilistic representation formula we prove
&u+(t, } )&1=cde&t2 |

0
\d&1+( \) E _exp \ \&R \t &d&12 |
t
0
ds
R \s +& d\ (I.9)
&u+(t, } )&=e&t2E _+(R0t ) exp \R0t &d&12 |
t
0
ds
R0s+& . (I.10)
Recently, J. Pitman and M. Yor [PY2] obtained results concerning the
joint law of (R$t , 
t
0 dsR
$
s ). This allows us to estimate the L
1 and L norm
of u+ . We obtain:
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Theorem. Assume that + is a profiled. positive function such that
0<0 e
\(1+=)+( \) d\<, for some =>0. Then
lim
t  
1
t 13
ln(et2 &u+(t, } )&1)=&
3
2
((d&1)?)23 (I.11)
We notice that we have two different behaviours of &u+(t, } )&1
according to d2 or d=1. Moreover in (I.11) the dimension only appears
in the constant k(d )= 32 ((d&1)?)
23. If + admits moments we show (cf
Corollary III.7) that &u+(t, } )&1 has a polynomial decay rate.
We also investigate the asymptotic behaviour of &u+(t, } )& when t goes
to infinity. The main results are the following:
v if 0+(a)ce&a \a0, then
lim
t  
1
t13
ln(et2 &u+(t, } )&)&k$(d ); (I.12)
v if 0+(a)c(1+a)&n \a0, then
&u+(t, } )&
k"(d)
tn
, t>1. (I.13)
Roughtly speaking u+ and + admit the same behaviour: polynomial or
exponential (in t for u+ and in x for +).
This paper is divided into three sections. In Section II we give
probabilistic representation of the solution u+ of (I.1) and (I.2). This allows
us to estimate &u+(t, } )&1 and &u+(t, } )& in respectively Sections III and IV.
Notations. W 1, 1(Rd) is the set of functions in L1(Rd) and whose
derivative in the sense of distribution is in L1(Rd ).
Mb(R
d ) denotes the set of bounded measures in Rd.
If + belongs to Mb(Rd ), u+ is the solution of (I.1) and (I.2); by definition
we restrict oneself to solutions in L1([0,T ], W 1, 1(Rd)) & C0([0, T], Mb(Rd)).
A function f : Rd  R is called radial if f (x)=g( |x| ), for every x. For
simplicity we notice g=f. In particular
& f &1 :=|
Rd
| f (x)| dx=cd |

0
| f (x)| xd&1 dx.
A function f : Rd  R is said to be profiled if f is radial, |x|  f ( |x| ) is
decreasing and C 1(Rd ).
c, cd will be constants.
Under P \, (Rt ; t0) is a d-dimensional Bessel process started at \0.
We also make use of the notation (R \t ; t0).
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Let I& be the modified Bessel function with index &. We recall that if &>0:
I&(z) tz  0
1
1(&+1)
(z2)&, (I.14)
I&(z) t
z  
1
- 2?z
ez (I.15)
In particular, (I.14) and (I.15) imply
I&(z)c
z&
1+z&+12
ez, z0 (I.16)
I&(z)ce2z, z0. (I.17)
II. PROBABILISTIC REPRESENTATION OF SOLUTIONS
+ denotes a radial and positive function defined on Rd. Recall that under
P \, (Rt ; t0) is a d-dimensional Bessel process started at \0.
Theorem II.1. Assume that + is prolifed and belongs to L1(Rd). Then the
unique solution u+ of (I.1), (I.2) is radial and is equal to,
u+(t, \)=e&\&t2E\ _+(Rt) exp \Rt&d&12 |
t
0
ds
Rs+& (II.1)
Moreover,
&u+(t, } )&=e&t2E0 _+(Rt) exp \Rt&d&12 |
t
0
ds
Rs+& (II.2)
&u+(t, } )&1=cd e&t2 |

0
e \ \d&1+( \)
_{E\_exp \&Rt&d&12 |
t
0
ds
Rs+&= d\. (II.3)
Proof. We devide the proof of Theorem II.1 into three parts: 1, 2 and 3.
(1) Since + is invariant by rotation, u+ is also radial. Therefore con-
sidering u+ as a function defined on R+, it satisfies:
ut=
1
2
u\\+
d&1
2\
u\&|u\ | (II.4)
u(0, } )=cd+( \) \d&1 d\. (II.5)
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The main idea of our approach consists firstly to replace the non-linear
PDE by the linear one
ut=
1
2
u\\+\d&12\ +1+ +\ , (II.6)
and secondly to check that u\0 if + is profiled. Obviously using unicyt
of (II.1) and (II.2), the solution of (II.6) is the solution of (II.4).
(2) Let L be the operator defined by
Lf ( \)=
1
2
f "( \)+\d&12\ +1+ f $( \), \>0 (II.7)
where f # C 2(R*+).
L denotes the formal adjoint of L with respect to *d (d\)=\d&1 d\, i.e.,
|

0
g( \) Lf ( \) *d (d\)=|

0
f ( \) L g( \) *d (d\).
By an easy calculation we get
L f ( \)=
1
2
f"( \)+\d&12\ &1+ f $( \)&
d&1
\
f ( \). (II.8)
Let (Qt ; t0) be the semi-group associated with L and q(t, a, \) the
density of Qt with respect to &d (d\)=\d&1e&2\ d\. We observe that Qt is
symmetric with respect to &d , consequently
q(t, a, \)=q(t, \, :) (II.9)
Qt f (a)=|

0
f ( \) q(t, a, \) \d&1e&2\ d\. (II.10)
If % is a positive measure on R+ , we set ( f, g) % the scalar product in
L2(R+ , %), this means that
( f, g) %=|

0
f (t) g(t)% (dt). (II.11)
Let f be C  function with compact support included in ]0, [, since
(u+)t=Lu+ , we have successively,
( (u+)t , f ) *d=(Lu+ , f ) *d=(u+ , L f ) *d=(e
2\u+ , L f ) &d
=(L (e2\u+), f ) &d=(e
&2\L (e2\u+), f ) *d .
As a result,
(u+)t (t, \)=e&2\L (e2\u+)(t, \) (II.12)
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and
u+(t, \)=e&2\Qt(e2\+)( \). (II.13)
Using (II.9) and (II.10), we obtain
u+(t, \)=e&2\ |

0
ad&1 +(a) q(t, a, p) da. (II.14)
(3) We have now to compute explicitely Qt .
Let (X at ; t0) be the solution of the following stochastic differential equa-
tion (SDE):
X at =a+Bt+
d&1
2 |
t
0
ds
X as
&t, t0. (II.15)
Since L is given by (II.8), we have
Qt f (a)=E _ f (X at ) exp&\(d&1) |
t
0
ds
X as+& . (II.16)
We know that the d-dimensional Bessel process started at a ; namely
(Rat ; t0) satisfies
Rat =a+Bt+
d&1
2 |
t
0
ds
Ras
. (II.17)
Using Girsanov transform, we get
Qt f (a)=E _f (Rat ) exp \a&Rat & t2&
d&1
2 |
t
0
ds
Ras+&. (II.18)
By (II.13) this equality implies
u+(t, \)=e&p&t2E\ _+(Rt) exp \Rt&d&12 |
t
0
ds
Rs+& . (II.19)
Finally previous formula gives the solution of (II.6). In order to verify that
u+ is a solution (II.4) we have to check that (u+)\0.
By (II.17),
u+(t, \)=e&t2E[+(R \t ) exp Bt].
Since + is a profiled function and \  Ra\ is increasing, it is now obvious
that \  u+(t, \) is a decreasing function. This shows (II.1).
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u+(t, } ) being increasing, we have
&u+(t, })&=u+(t, 0).
(II.2) follows immediately. We now establish (II.3)
&u+(t, })&1=cd |

0
\d&1u+(t, \) d\
Using (II.13) we obtain
&u+(t, } )&1=cd(Qt(e2\+), 1) &d=cd(e
2\+, Qt(1)) &d . (II.20)
As a result (II.3) holds.
Remarks II.2. (1) The knowledge of the law of a Bessel process at
time t, allows us to go further in (II.1):
u+(t, \)=
cd e&t2
t\& |

0
ad2+(a) exp {a&\&a
2+\2
2t = I& \
a\
t +
_E _exp&d&12 |
t
0
ds
R \, as & da, (II.21)
where &=d2&1 and R \, at ; 0ta) denotes the d-dimensional Bessel
bridge, from \ to a over time t.
(2) It is shown in [BBP] that if + belongs to L1,
&u+(t, } )&1 wt   0, (II.22)
but there does not exist a function :: R+  R+ , converging to 0 at infinity
such that
&u+(t, } )&1:(t) &+&1 . (II.23)
This tells us that there is no decay rate in L1. In [BRV] we studied the
dimension d=1 and we gave a probabilistic proof of this property.
Proposition II.3. Assume that + belongs to L1. We set +*(a)=1*d+(a*),
*>0. Then
&u+(t, } )&1 wt   0
and
&u+*(t, } )&1 w*   &+*&1=&+&1 .
In particular u+ has no decay rate.
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Proof. (1) Using successively (II.20) and (II.16) we get
&u+(t, } )&1=cd |

0
ad&1+(a) E _exp&(d&1) |
t
0
ds
X as& da. (II.24)
Let L0 be the generator of Xa :
L0 f (x)=
1
2
f "(x)+\d&12x &1+ f $(x).
Therefore the formal adjoint L0* of L0 is given by
L0* f (x)=
1
2
f "(x)&\d&12x &1+ f $(x)+
d&1
2x2
f (x).
If .(x)=xd&1e&2x, by an easy calculation we check that L0*.=0. This
implies that 2d(d&1)! ad&1e&2a1[a>0] da is the invariant probability of
Xa. As a result Xa is a recurrent process and
lim
t  
1
t |
t
0
ds
X as
=
2d
(d&1)! |

0
1
x
xd&1e&2x dx p.s.
Since the right hand-side is strictly positive,
lim
t   |
t
0
ds
X as
=+, lim
t  
E _exp&(d&1) |
t
0
ds
X as&=0.
+ belonging to L1(Rd) then 0 a
d&1 +(a) da<; using the dominated con-
vergence theorem we can conclude that &u+(t, } )&1 goes to 0, when t  .
(2) Replacing + by +* in (II.24), we obtain
&u+*(t, } )&1=cd |

0
ad&1 +(a) E \exp&(d&1) |
t
0
ds
X a*s + da. (II.25)
By (II.15)
Xa*t a*+Bt&t.
Consequently, for any fixed t, lim*   X a*t =+, and if * is large enough,
Xa*s 1 \s # [0, t]. If we apply Lebesgue theorem in (II.25) we obtain
lim
*  
&u+(t, } )&1=cd |

0
ad&1+(a) da=&+*&1=&+&1 .
Clearly u+ has no decay rate.
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Remark II.4. If + belongs to L1 but is not a profiled function, the func-
tion u+ defined by (II.1) is the solution of the linear equation (II.6). If v+
denotes the solution of (I.1) and (I.2) we have
(u+)t& 12 2u++|{u+ |(u+)t&
1
2 2u++{u+=0.
As a result, u+ is a super solution of (I.1). Using comparaison theorem
[BBP] we have 0v+u+ . In particular,
lim
t  
&v+(t, } )&1=0.
III. ASYMPTOTIC ESTIMATES OF &u+(t, } )&1
Our approach is based on the estimate of the law of (R \t , 
t
0 dsR
\
s ), t
being fixed. The knowledge of this distribution is due to a recent work of
Pitman and Yor [PY2]. Moreover this key estimate will be used later (see
the proof of Lemma III.3).
More precisely we set
Ht=|
t
0
ds
R \s
n\(x, y) the density of (R \1 , H1).
Lemma III. 1. Let %\ be the function defined by
%\(x, y)=|

0
e2x2v2n\( yv, v) v&1 dv, x0, y0. (III.1)
Then for any x # ]&?, ?[, we have
%\(x, y)=
x
sin x
yd2
\d2&1
[exp&2( y+\) x cotan x] Id&2 \4x - y\sin x + . (III.2)
In particular,
%0(x, y)=
2d&2
(d&2)! \
x
sin x+
d&1
yd&1 exp&2yx cotan x (III.3)
%\(0, y)=
yd2
\d2&1
[exp&2( y+\)] Id&2(4 - y\). (III.4)
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Proof. Assume that .: R+  R is C with compact support. By
definition
|

0
.( y) %\(x, y) dy=E _ 1H 21 exp \
2x2
H 21+ . \
R \1
H1+& . (III.5)
We recall the Proposition (1.11) ([RY], p. 416):
R \t =
1
4 _R # \|
t
0
ds
R \s +&
2
\t0. (III.6)
where (R #(s); s0) denotes a d -dimensional Bessel process started at #,
d =2d&2 and #=2 - \.
From (III.6) Pitman and Yor ([PY2], Proposition 1) deduce the fol-
lowing property:
E( f (R \1 , H1))=E _(R
#
1)
2
2Y
f
(R #1)
2
2 - Y
,
2
- Y +& . (III.7)
Using the notations defined in the introduction, we have
E( f (R \1 , H1))=E2 - \ _R
2
1
2Y
f \ (R 1)
2
2 - Y
,
2
- Y +& , (III.8)
where Y =10 R
2
s ds and R denotes a d -dimensional Bessel process.
We transform (III.5), we get
|

0
.( y) %\(x, y) dy=E2- \ _(R 1)
2
8
. \(R 1)
2
4 + exp \
x2Y
2 +& . (III.9)
We recall ([PY1], formula (2.m)) that if ! is the square of a d-dimensional
Bessel started at a
E _exp&*
2
2 |
t
0
!s ds | !t=b&
=
*t
sh(*t)
exp {a+b2t (1&*t coth *t)=
I&(* - absh*t)
I&(- abt)
, (III.10)
where &=d2&1, *>0.
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In (III.10) the right hand-side is an analytic function with respect to *,
by analytic continuation we have
E2 - \ _exp x
2
2
Y | (R 1)2=b&
=
x
sin x
exp {4\+b2 (1&x cotan x)=
Id&2(2x - \bsin x
Id&2(2 - \b)
. (III.11)
We deduce from (III.9) and (III.11) the following idenitity:
|

0
.(y) %\(x, y) dy=|

0
b
8
. \b4+
x
sin x
exp {4\+b2 (1&x cotan x)=
_
Id&2 (2x - \bsin x)
Id&2(2 - \b)
P2 - p((R 1)
2 # db)).
Since the density of R 2 - \(1) is well known,
P(R 2 - \(1) # db)=
1
2 \
b
4\+
d2&1
exp {&4\+b2 = Id&2(2 - \b),
we easily obtain
|

0
.( y) %\(x, y) dy
=
1
2d+2
x
sin x |

0
bd2
\d2&1
. \b4+ _exp&
4\+b
2
x cotan x& Id&2 \2x - \bsin x + db.
This equality shows (III.2).
Using (I.14) we establish (III.3).
Theorem III.2. Assume that + belongs L1 (we do not suppose that + is
profiled) and there exists =>0 such that
|

0
e \(1+=)+( \) d\<. (III.12)
Then the solution u+ of (I.1) and (I.2) satisfies
lim
t  
1
t13
ln(et2 &u+(t, } )&1)&
3
2
((d&1)?)23. (III.13)
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Proof. As we notice in Remark II.4, we can assume that u+ is given by
(II.1). We set $=(d&1)2 and
.(t)=et2 &u(t, } )&1 .
Using the scaling property of Bessel processes and (II.3), we get
.(t)=cd |

0
\d&1e \+( \) ,( \, t) d\ (III.14)
,( \, t)=|
R
2
+
exp(&- t a&$ - t b) n\- t (a, b) da db. (III.15)
We set yv=a and v=b, we obtain
,( \, t)=|
R
2
+
exp(&v - t( y+$)) n\- t ( yv, v)v dy dv. (III.16)
Let *>0. We decompose . into two parts: in the first one namely ,1 , we
integrate on [ y>*]; in the second integral ,2 we integrate on [ y<*].
Using obvious notations: .(t) is the sum of .1(t) and .2(t).
(i) We prove that .1(t) is a negligeable quantity.
Since y>*,
v2 exp&v - t ( y+$)v2 exp&v - t (*+$)
#1 exp&
v - t (*+$)
2
, (III.17)
where #1 is a constant.
We set
g1(v)=exp&\v - t (*+$)2 +
2b2
v2 + , v>0,
where b is real, |b|<?2.
We have
max
v>0
g1(v)=exp&K(*, b) t13, (III.18)
where
K(*, b)= 32b
23(*+$)23.
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Therefore,
lim
*  
K(*, b)=+. (III.19)
Obviously, exp&v - t (*+$)2=g1(v) exp (2b2v2).
By (III.17) and (III.18) we obtain
,1( \, t)#1(exp&K(*, b) t13) |

* \|

0
1
v
n\- t ( yv, v) e2b
2v2 dv+ dy.
Using (I.17), \>0 and Lemma III.1, we have
,1( \, t)#2(b) \- t\ +
d2&1
_exp&K(*, b) t13+2\b- t cotan b+& A1( \, t),
A1( \, t)=|

0
yd2 exp {&2yb cotan b+ 8b - \yt 14 sin b= dy.
We set y=a2; after elementary calculations we get
A1( \, t)=2 _exp 8b\t12 cos b sin b&
_|

0
ad+1 exp&2b cotan b \a& 2 - \t14 cos b+
2
da.
Since b cotan b>0, this equality implies
A1( \, t)#3(b)(1+\(d+1)2) exp( \=1(t)),
where limt   =1(t)=0.
Coming back to .1(t), we finally obtain
.1(t)#4(b) t (d&2)4(exp&K(*, b) t13)
_|

0
\d2(1+\(d+1)2) e \(1+=1(t))+( \) d\.
Since (III.12) holds, if t is large enough,
.1(t)#5(b) t(d&2)4 exp&K(*, b) t13. (III.20)
(ii) We are now studying .2(t) and ,2( \, t) (this function is defined
by (III.16) after adding 1[y<*] in the double integral).
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The technic is similar. Let :>1. We have
v2e&v - t ( y+$)v2e&v$ - t#6e&$v - t:,
where #6 is a constant.
Let |b|<?. We introduce
g2(v)=exp&\$ - t v: +
2b2
v2 + . (III.21)
As before we easily check that
max
v>0
g2(v)=exp&H(:, b) t13, H(:, b)=3.2&13($b:)23 (III.22)
lim
b  ?
:  1
H(:, b)=
3
2
((d&1) ?)23 (III.23)
,2( \, t)#7(b) \- t\ +
d2&1
_exp&(H(:, b)t13&2 \b- t cotan b& A2( \, t)
A2( \, t)=|
*
0
yd2 exp {&2y b cotan b+ 8b - \yt 14 sin b= dy
.2(t)#8(*, b) t(d&2)4 exp&H(:, b) t13. (III.24)
(III.13) is now an easy consequence of (III.19), (III.20), (III.24) and
(III.23).
We would like to show that (III.13) is optimal. Before starting it, we
need a preliminary result.
Lemma III.3. Let #>0 and =(t)=#t&16
(1) Then \\0>0, \A>0, there exists t0>0, k>0 such that \\\0 ,
\aA, \tt0 we have
|

0
n\- t (av, v) exp \2(?&=(t))
2
v2 +
dv
v
kad&1. (III.25)
(2) If moreover a:21<2#
2<a:22 , for every \0>0 there exists t0>0
such that \\\0 , \tt0 we have
|
:2 t&16
:1 t&16
n\- t (av, v) exp
2(?&=(t))2
v2
dv
v

1
2 |

0
n\- t (av, v) exp
2(?&=(t))2
v2
dv
v
. (III.26)
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Proof. (1) We set
4( \, t)=|

0
n\- t(av, v) exp \2(?&=(t))
2
v2 +
dv
v
.
By Lemma III.1, if \>0, we have
4( \, t)=
?&=(t)
sin =(t)
ad2
\d2&1
t(d&2)4
__exp&2 \a+ \- t+ (?&=(t)) cotan (?&=(t))&
_Id&2 \4(?&=(t)) - apt 14 sin =(t) + . (III.27)
Using (I.14) we obtain
4( \, t) t
t  
cd ad&1t(d&1)6 exp \2?a# t16+ (III.28)
and the equivalence holds locally and uniformly with respect to ( \, a). This
shows (III.25). If \=0, by III.3, it is easy to verify that (III.28) is still true.
(2) Let L#(t, v)=np- t (av, v) v&1 exp 2(?&#t&16)2v2 . Obviously
4( \, t)=|
:2 t&16
:1 t&16
L#(t, v) dv+41( \, t)+42( \, t),
where
41( \, t)=|
:1 t&16
0
L#(t, v) dv
42( \, t)=|

:2 t&16
L#(t, v) dv.
If we are able to check that
lim
t  
4i ( \, t)
4( \, t)
=0, uniformly with respect to \ # [0, \0], (III.29) i
(III.26) follows immediately.
(i) We choose ; such that
a:22
2#2
>;>1. (III.30)
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We set h(v)=2(?&=(t))2v2&2(?&;=(t))2v2. h is a decreasing function.
Moreover
L#(t, v)=eh(v)L;#(t, v), 42( \, t)12( \, t)
12( \, t)=eh(:2 t
&16) |

0
L;#(t, v) dv
eh(:2 t&16) t
t  
exp \4?(;&1):22 t 16+ .
Replacing # by ;# in (III.28) we have
|

0
L;# (t, v) dv tt   c$da
d&1t(d&1)6 exp \2?a;# t 16+ .
Using (III.30) we easily check that 2?a;#+4?(;&1)#:22<2?a#. (III.30)
implies that (III.29)2 is realized.
(ii) As before we take ;$ such that
a:21
2#2
<;$<1. (III.31)
We defined h0(v)=2(?&=(t))2v2&2(?&;$=(t))2v2. h0 is an increasing
function. Using the same technic developed before, (III.31) and
2?a;$#+4?( ;$&1)#:21<2?a# we prove (III.29)1 .
Theorem III.4. Suppose that 0<0 +( \) d\<. Then the solution u+
of (I.1), (I.2) verifies :

t  
1
t 13
ln (et2 &u+(t, } )&1) &
3
2
((d&1)?)23 (III.32)
Proof. Let a2>a1>0 and \0>0 such that  \00 \
d&1e \+( \) d\>0. As in
the proof of Theorem III.2, we set
.(t)=et2 &u+(t, } )&1 .
Using (III.14), (III.15) and (III.16), we obtain
.(t)cd |
\0
0
e \\d&1+( \) ,( \, t) d\ (III.33)
,( \, t)|
a2
a1 {|

0
vn\- t ( yv, v) exp&v - t (a2+$) dv= dy. (III.34)
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We set =(t)=#t&16 and
h(w)=&w(a2+$)&2(?&=(t))2 w&2, w>0. (III.35)
An easy calculation shows that
max
w>0
h(w)=h(w0)=(&3) 2&13(?&=(t))23 (a2+$)23
w0=\4(?&=(t))
2
a2+$ +
13
lim
t  
a2  0
h(w0)=&
3
2
((d&1)?)23. (III.36)
Therefore if :1=w1&&, :2=w1+&, w1=(4?2(a2+$))13, and
&K(a2 , &, t)=inf[h(w); :1w:2],
then
lim
&  0
a2  0, t  
K(a2 , &, t)= 32 ((d&1)?)
23. (III.37)
Obviously,
exp&v - t (a2+$)=exp(t13h(vt16)) exp 2(?&=(t))2 v&2.
Consequently,
,( \, t)e&t 13K(a2 , &, t)
_|
a2
a1
dy {|
:2 t&16
:1t&16
vn\- t ( yv, v) exp[2(?&=(t))2 v&2 dv= . (III.38)
We choose &, a1 , a2 such that 0<a1<a2<1 and
a2:21=a2(w1&&)
2<a1(w1+&)2=a1:22 .
# # ]:1(a2 2)12, :2(a1 2)12[.
We observe that \y # [a1 , a2]; \v # [:1t&16, :2 t&16]
y:21a2:
2
1<2#
2<a1:22y:
2
2
v=v2v&1:21 t
&13v&1. (III.39)
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Using successively (III.26), (III.25) and (III.38) we obtain
,(t, \)c(a1 , a2 , &, \0) t&13e&t
13K(a2 , &, t). (III.40)
It is clear that (III.37) implies (III.32).
Corollary III.5. If 0<0 +( \) e
\(1+=)d\< for some =>0, then
lim
t  
1
t 13
ln(et2 &u+(t, } )&1)=&
3
2
((d&1)?)23,
where u+ denotes the solution of (I.1), (I.2).
We now investigate the behaviour of &u+(t, } )&1 when + admits moments.
Theorem III.6. Assume that + belongs to L1, and we do not require that
+ is prolifed. Then there exist two constant c1>0 and c2>0 such that
&u+(t, } )&1c1 e&t20 &+&1+c2 |

t2
\d&1+( \) d\. (III.41)
Using Theorem III.6. and the obvious inequality
|

t2
\d&1+( \) d\
2m
tm |

0
\d&1(1+\m) +( \) d\
we have:
Corollary III.7. Let m>0, and + as in Theorem III.6 and
|
Rd
(1+|x|m) +( |x| ) dx=cd |

0
(1+\m) \d&1+( \) d\<. (III.42)
Then there exists a constant c independant of m such that
&u+(t, } )&1
c2m
t m
\t1. (III.43)
Proof of Theorem III.6. (II.3) implies that
&u+(t, } )&1cd e&t2 |

0
e \\d&1+( \) E\[exp&Rt] d\.
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Since Rt admits an explicit density we have
&u+(t, } )&1cd
e&t2
t |R2+ e
\\d&1+( \) \y\+
&
yI& \\yt +
_exp \&\
2+y2
2t
&y+ d\ dy,
where &=d2&1.
Using (I.16) we obtain
&u+(t, } )&1c$d
e&t2
- t |R2+ \
d&1+( \) yd&1e \&ye(&12t)( y&\)2
_
1
t &+12+( \y)&+12
d\ dy.
We set \=\ and y=\+- t z&t, we have
&u+(t, } )&1c$dA
A=|

0
\d&1+( \) A1( \) d\
A1( \)=|

(t&\)- t
e&z22
(- t z+\&t)d&1
t &+12+( \(- t z+\&t))&+12
dz. (III.44)
We split up A :
A=A&+A+
A&=|
t2
0
\d&1+( \) A1( \) d\, A+=|

t2
\d&1+( \) A1( \) d\.
If \ # [0, t2], t>1, and z>(t&\)- t we have
- t z+\&t=t \ z- t+
\
t
&1+t( |z|+2), z>- t2 ,
e&z22e&z24e&t16, t &+12+( \(- t z+\&t))&+12t&+121.
Therefore we easily deduce
A&t d&1e&t16 \|

0
(2+z)d&1 e&z24 dz+ \|

0
\d&1+( \) d\+ . (III.45)
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We study A+ .
A+|

t2
\(d&1)2+( \) \|

(t&p)- t
e&z22(- t z+\&t))(d&1)2 dz+ d\ .
Since t<2\ we obtain
A+|

t2
\(d&1)2+( \) \|R e&z
22(- 2\ |z|+3\)(d&1)2 dz+ d\.
Using the fact that \>t2>1, we get
A+\|

t2
\d&1+( \) d\+ \|R e&z
22 (- 2 |z|+3)(d&1)2 dz+ .
This inequality, (III.44) and (III.45) actually proved (III.41).
IV. ASYMPTOTIC BEHAVIOUR OF &u+(t, } )&
We recall that u+ , the solution of (I.1) and (I.2), is given by
&u+(t, } )&=e&t2E0 _+(Rt) exp \Rt&d&12 |
t
0
ds
Rs+& . (IV.1)
Theorem IV.1. (1) If +( \)ce&\ or +( \)ce&\ then, respectively,
lim
t  
1
t 13
ln(et2 &u+(t, } )&)&
3
2 \
(d&1)?
2 +
23
(IV.2)
or

t  
1
t 13
ln(et2 &u+(t, } )&)&
3
2 \
(d&1)?
2 +
23
. (IV.3)
(2) If +( \)ce&\(1+!) or +( \)ce&\(1+!) for some !>0 then,
respectively,
lim
t  
1
t 13
ln(et2 &u+(t, } )&)&
3
2
((d&1)?)23 (IV.4)
or

t  
1
t 13
ln(et2 &u+(t, } )&)&
3
2
((d&1)?)23. (IV.5)
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(3) If +( \)c(1+\)&n, there exists c$>0 such that
&u(t, } )&
c$
tn
t1. (IV.6)
Proof. We set
(t)=et2 &u+(t, } )& . (IV.7)
(1) We start with the proof of (IV.2).
Using (IV.1) and +( \)ce&\, we obtain (t) (t), where
 (t)=c |

0
e&$ - t vm(v) dv (IV.8)
and m denotes the density of 10 dsR
0
s .
By (III.3), if |b|<?2 we have
%0(b, a)=|

0
e2b2v2n0(av, v)v&1 dv
=cd \ bsin b+
d&1
ad&1 exp&2ab cotan b.
Let |b|<?2.
We integrate the previous equality with respect to a ; we get
|

0
e2b2v2m(v) v&2 dv=cd
sin b
b(cos b)d
(IV.9)
Let :>1, since x2e&$xc1e&$x:, we have
 (t)c2 |

0
e&$ - t v:m(v)
dv
v2
.
Let us consider the function g2 defined by (III.21). Obviously (III.22) tells
us
lim
b  ?2
:  1
H(:, b)=
3
2 \
(d&1)?
2 +
23
. (IV.10)
But e&$ - t v:=g2(v) e2b
2v2, therefore using (III.22) and (IV.9) we obtain
 (t)c(:, b, d ) exp&H(:, b) t13. (IV.11)
Consequently (IV.2) holds, since (t) (t).
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(2) We now assume that +( \)ce&p(1+!) and we prove (IV.4). By
(IV.1) we have
(t)c (t)
 (t)=E0 _exp \&!Rt&$ |
1
0
ds
Rs+& .
As in the beginning of the proof of the Theorem III.2
 (t)=|
R
2
+
v exp (&v - t (!y+$)) n0( yv, v) dy dv. (IV.12)
We set *1=*!. Using (III.3) and replacing (III.17) by
v2 exp&v - t ( y!+$)#1 exp&
v - t (*+$)
2
, y>*1 ,
we obtain
|
R
2
+
1[ y>*1] v exp(&v - t (!y+$)) n0( yv, v) dy dv#2(b) e
&K(*1 , b) t13A1
A1=|

0
yd&1 exp&(2yb cotan b) dy=(2b cotan b)&d.
As in the part (ii) of the proof of the Theorem III.2, we obtain
|
R
2
+
1[ y<*1] v exp(&v - t (!y+$)) n0( yv, v) dy dv
#3(b, *) exp&H(:, b) t13.
(IV.4) is a consequence of (III.19) and (III.23).
(3) We check now the lower bound (IV.5), and we suppose that
+( \)ce&\(1+!). By (IV.1) and (IV.9) we have
(t)|
!a2
a1 \|

0
vn0( yv, v) exp(&v - t (!a2+$)) dv+ dy
if a1<!a2 .
If we replace a2 by !a2 in (III.34) and we use the same technic developed
in the proof of theorem III.4 we prove (IV.5).
(4) Using the same approach we check the second lower bound
(IV.3).
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(5) We now end the proof of Theorem IV.1, by verifying (IV.6).
Using (IV.1),
(t)=1(t)+2(t)
1(t)=E0 _+(Rt) eRt exp \&$ |
t
0
ds
Rs+ 1[Rt<a]&
2(t)=E0 _+(Rt) exp \Rt&$ |
t
0
ds
Rs+ 1[Rt>a]& .
If xa, then +(x) excea, and
1(t)cea (t),
where we recall that  is defined by (IV.8).
On [Rt>a], we obviously have
+(Rt)c(1+Rt)&nc(1+a)&n.
Moreover Rt&$ t0 dsRs=Bt , consequently
2(t)c(1+a)&n et2.
Using (IV.11) and choosing a=t2, we establish (IV.6). This ends the proof
of Theorem IV.1.
Remark IV.2. Pitman and Yor [PY2] proved that if d=2, 12H1 and
B1* have the same law, where B1*=sups1 |Bs |, and B is a one dimensional
Brownian motion started at 0. Since
lim
x  
&x2 ln P(B1*x)=?28
we have
lim
x  
&x2 ln(P(H1x))=?22.
The formula (IV.9) actually give the same asymptotic estimate. More
precisely,
|

0
e2b2v2m(v) v&2 dv|
x
0
e2b2v2m(v) v&2 dvx&2e2b2x2P(H1x).
Using moreover simular arguments developed in the proof of Lemma III.3,
we obtain
lim
x  0
x2 ln(P(H1x))&?22.
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